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Arts 
 

Graduation Requirement: 
A total of one and one half-credits, minimum (for the class of 2019) 
and a total of two credits, minimum (for the class of 2020, 2021 and 
2022). All students must take at least one half-credit in 
studio/performance, and at least one half-credit in appreciation. 
 

Courses 

 
Music full-credit courses 

□ AP Music Theory  
□ Topics in Music History  

Music half-credit courses 
□ History of Music (Bach to Stravinsky)  
□ Music Seminar  
□ Great Music of Modern Times  
□ History of Jazz  
□ Music Theory  
□ Music Technology  
□ Advanced Studio Production  
□ Orchestra  
□ String Sinfonietta 
□ Glee Club  
□ Concert Glee Club  
□ Jazz Combo  
□ Wind Ensemble  
□ Steel Drum Ensemble 
□ Treble Choir 

 
Theatre, Dance, Film half-credit courses 

□ Theatre:  Living Through History  
□ History of the American Musical  
□ The Art of Film  
□ Film Studies  
□ Dance in Historical and Cultural Perspective  
□ Acting I  
□ Acting II  
□ Performance Workshop  
□ Acting for the Camera  
□ Playwriting and Production  
□ Stagecraft in School – Period H Crew  
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□ Theatre Design and Production A  
□ Theatre Design and Production B 
□ Dance Workshop  for Arts credit or for PE credit 
□ Dance Performance for Arts credit or for PE credit 
□ The Art of Mindfulness Yoga 

Theatre, Dance, Film one-third credit courses 
□ Performance in Major Theatre and Dance Productions 
□ Stagecraft (Crew) (after school) 
  

Art History full-credit courses 
□ AP Art History  

Art History half-credit courses 
□ Introduction to Art History: The Ancient World 
□ Introduction to Art History: The Renaissance  
□ Introduction to Art History: History of Contemporary Art  
□ Introduction to Art History: Global Architecture 
□ Studies in Art History  
□ History of Photography  
 

Visual Arts half-credit courses 
□ Ceramics I  
□ Ceramics II  
□ Drawing & Painting I  
□ Drawing & Painting II  
□ Photography I  
□ Photography II  
□ Printmaking I  
□ Printmaking II 
□ Sculpture I  
□ Sculpture II  
□ Ceramics III   
□ Ceramics IV  
□ Drawing & Painting III   
□ Drawing & Painting IV   
□ Photography III  
□ Photography IV  
□ Printmaking III   
□ Printmaking IV  
□ Sculpture III  
□ Sculpture IV  
□ Video Production 9th and 10th Grades   
□ Video Production 11th and 12th Grades   
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Visual Arts full-credit courses 

□ Honors Ceramics  
□ Honors in Ceramics II 
□ Honors in Drawing & Painting  
□ Honors in Drawing & Painting II 
□ AP Drawing & Painting  
□ Honors Photography  
□ Honors Photography II  
□ AP Photography  
□ Honors in Printmaking 
□ Honors in Printmaking II  
□ Honors in Sculpture  
□ Honors in Sculpture II 
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Arts 
The Arts curriculum balances performance and practice with careful 
academic study and analysis. Whether in Music, Theater/Dance/Film 
Studies, or Visual Arts, students are challenged to use their intellectual, 
emotional and physical intelligence to create meaningful work, 
exhibitions and performances. Instructors encourage students to take 
the risks necessary to explore, create and grow as artists, while 
providing for them the framework for understanding how their 
endeavors relate to the larger artistic world. 
 
Graduation Requirement: 
A total of one and one half-credits, minimum (for the class of 2019) and a 
total of two credits, minimum (for the class of 2020, 2021 and 2022). All 
students must take at least one half-credit in studio/performance, and at 
least one half-credit in appreciation. 
 
Private Music Lessons 
Lessons meet once per week and do not fulfill graduation requirements in 
Arts 
Arranged through the Music Department office, Private Music lessons 
are available to students in all grades. Lessons are given once a week by 
professional musicians on the staff of the department and are available 
on all instruments, including voice.  All students taking private lessons 
are expected to practice diligently and come to their lessons prepared.  
Students pay an annual fee of $1,500.00. 
 

 

Music   
 

 
FULL-CREDIT COURSES 
 
AP Music Theory (0851) (APMU) 
Prerequisite:  Approval of the Department  
Appreciation 
Grades 11-12 
Meets every day 
This course is designed to develop a student's ability to recognize and 
understand the architecture of music.  Through analysis of form and 
structures, composition, aural recognition, sight singing, writing and 
dictation, the student will gain a much deeper understanding of both 
the art and the craft of musical composition and a greater 
understanding of musical analysis.  
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Topics in Music History (0832) (TIMH) 
Prerequisite:  Approval of the Department  
Appreciation 
Grades 11-12 
This course in listening and analysis explores musical styles of various 
eras and cultures. Class discussions, listening sessions, and reading 
assignments are occasionally supplemented by field trips to open 
rehearsals and other musical events in New York City.  A basic 
knowledge of music is essential in addition to a genuine desire to learn 
about and enjoy many styles of music. 

 
 

HALF-CREDIT COURSES 
  
History of Music (Bach to Stravinsky) (0830) (HSMU) 
Appreciation 
This course is designed for students who desire to become aware of 
the role music has played in the formation of Western civilization.  We 
emphasize the evolution of musical styles and concepts in relation to 
the cultures in which the composers lived.  Students are required to 
listen to music outside class.  No previous musical training required. 
 
Music Seminar (0833) (MSEM) 
Prerequisite:  Approval of the Department  
Appreciation 
Grades 11-12 
This course in listening and analysis explores musical styles of various 
eras. Past areas of concentration have included: Mahler and 
Symphonies, Verdi’s Sacred Works, and The Concerto. Students need to 
be well organized and self-motivated.   
 
Great Music of Modern Times (0841) (20MU) 
Appreciation 
We all love listening to music, but why do we like some artists and not 
others?  Why do some recordings stand up to repeat listening, while 
others turn out to be passing fads?  From Mahler and Bernstein to Jimi 
Hendrix and Radiohead, there are common elements that have added 
to the rich, fertile musical soil we know today. In this course you will 
learn how to listen more deeply into music to search for answers to 
these questions.  Along the way, we’ll explore select examples of many 
different genres and expand our knowledge and awareness of 
contemporary music.   
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History of Jazz (0840) (HJAZ) 
Appreciation 
The course focuses on the development of jazz in America as it has 
manifested itself in cities such as New Orleans, Kansas City, Chicago, and 
New York. Tracing jazz’s roots though ragtime, big band, be-bop, and 
fusion, the class also covers such legendary performers as Louis 
Armstrong, Count Basie, Duke Ellington, and Miles Davis. The course 
utilizes detailed texts and listening materials to help students gain the 
skills necessary to understand and evaluate jazz music and the way it has 
made its way through the 20th century. Students should expect 
occasional guest performances in class, as well as attending one live jazz 
event as a class. 
 
Music Theory (0850) (MTH1) 
Appreciation 
This course focuses on studying, writing and analyzing basic tonal 
harmony and musical form. Beginning with a survey of music 
terminology and concepts, students will examine the evolution of 
Western harmonic vocabulary while being exposed to a wide range of 
musical styles and works. 
 
Music Technology (0856) (MUTC) 
Prerequisite: Approval of the Department 
Studio/Performance 
Grades 10-12 
This course is a hands-on study of modern music creation utilizing 
Horace Mann’s Pro Tools equipped recording studio. Students will study 
the nature of sound and vibrating bodies, sound generating devices, as 
well as how to record, manipulate, mix, and master music. Previous 
experience in a performing group or private music lessons, strong 
computer skills and Music Theory (0850) are strongly recommended. 
 
Advanced Studio Production (0857) (AdvStuPro) 
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Music Technology (0856), the ability 
to play an instrument, sing or compose music and permission of the 
instructor. 
Studio/Performance 
Grades 11-12 
The Advanced Studio Production course provides a highly in-depth and 
hands-on study of recording, mixing and mastering techniques. While 
the instructor determines the course’s scope and sequence, individual 
student talents and interests will help to shape the course’s content and 
breadth. Topics  covered  will  include  multi-tracking ,   pitch   correction 
,  
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compiling alternate takes to create a polished product, the subtleties of 
microphones types, microphone techniques, and creating lead sheets 
and rhythm charts for studio musicians. 
 
Orchestra (0822) (ORCH) 
Open to all string players grades 9-12 and all wind, brass, and percussion 
players grades 10-12 
Co-requisite: Wind, Brass, and Percussion players must also enroll in Wind 
Ensemble  
Prerequisite:  Audition and approval of the instructor 
Studio/Performance 
The orchestra rehearses and performs masterpieces from the Baroque, 
Classical, Romantic, and Contemporary eras, and its members 
experience first-hand some of the great musical compositions of 
Western culture.  Concerts throughout the year enable students to 
share the joy of music making both on campus and with audiences in 
Manhattan. Participation in all dress rehearsals and concerts is 
required. 
 
String Sinfonietta (0823) (SSIN) 
Co-requisite: Orchestra  
Prerequisite:  Audition and approval of the instructor 
Studio/Performance 
The String Sinfonietta is a select ensemble that performs advanced 
string repertoire from a wide variety of eras and musical traditions, with 
special attention given to works composed in the last one hundred 
years.  In addition, members of Sinfonietta are expected to serve as 
musical leaders of the HM Orchestra community, and to actively 
contribute to the well being of both UD and MD ensembles.  The 
ensemble performs a minimum of four times a year, both on and off 
campus.  Private music lessons are expected and attendance at all dress 
rehearsals and concerts is mandatory. 
 
Glee Club (0801) (GLEE) 
Prerequisite: Audition and approval of the instructor 
Studio/Performance 
The Horace Mann Glee Club has a long tradition of performing choral 
masterworks, as well as a wide range of choral music from varying 
countries and traditions. The curriculum focuses on group vocal 
production, choral blend, lyric diction, phrasing, standard performance 
practices and developing a love for group singing. The ensemble 
performs three to five times a year, and every member is required to 
participate in all scheduled dress rehearsals and concerts. Students in 
all grades may audition for Glee Club. 
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Concert Glee Club (0803) (CONC) 
Prerequisite: Audition and approval of the instructor 
Studio/Performance 
Grades 10-12 
The Concert Glee Club is a select ensemble open to students in grades 
10, 11, and 12 that performs advanced choral literature from both 
Western and non-Western traditions, vocal jazz, and pop. The ensemble 
performs four to eight times a year, both on and off campus. Students 
are expected to take private lessons while in this ensemble. 
Participation in all dress rehearsals and concerts is required. 
 
Treble Choir (0805) (TREB) 
Prerequisite: Audition and approval of the instructor  
Studio/Performance  
Grades 10-12 
The Treble Choir is a select ensemble open to treble singers in grades 10, 
11, and 12 that performs advanced choral literature from a large range of 
musical traditions. The ensemble performs four to eight times a year 
both on and off campus. Students are expected to take private lessons 
while in this ensemble. Participation in all dress rehearsals and concerts 
is required. 
 
Jazz Combo (0813) (JAZC) 
Prerequisite:  Audition and approval of the instructor 
Co-requisite:  Enrollment in Wind Ensemble 
Studio/Performance 
This course is for students serious about studying and rehearsing both 
traditional and contemporary jazz music. The ensemble prepares for 
numerous performances and serves as a colloquium on the varied 
performing styles in jazz.   Students are expected to take private lessons 
while in the ensemble.  Participation in all dress rehearsals and concerts 
is required. 
 
Wind Ensemble (0811) (SWE) 
Prerequisite: Audition and approval of instructor 
Studio/Performance 
The Wind Ensemble performs both new and standard wind band works. 
The group performs three major concerts throughout the school year. 
Advanced members of the Wind Ensemble may be invited to perform 
additional concerts and repertoire with chamber ensembles. 
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Steel Drum Ensemble (0815) (SDRM) 
Studio/Performance 
This ensemble is designed to expose students to steel drum band 
works from a variety of musical styles.  Students will develop the skills 
necessary to perform musical works from genres such as samba, 
calypso, pop and reggae.  Some class time will be devoted to exploring 
the history and social relevance of the steel band movement.  The 
ability to read music is not required, but is helpful, as students will be 
reading from sheet music.  Students are required to perform in three 
evening concerts during the course of the year.  
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Theatre, Dance, and Film Studies 

HALF-CREDIT COURSES 

Theatre:  Living Through History (0868) (TLTH) 
Appreciation 
[Course not offered 2018-19] 
This course is a history of theatre performance and production from the 
modern era to the present day.  While we will be spending most of our 
time examining the theatre in its current and most accessible forms, 
students will be given a brief history of the art form from as far back as 
Ancient Greece, speeding through to the Elizabethan era and slowing 
down in the Modern Age to focus our lens on the more subtle changes in 
the world of theatre.  Is theatre a catalyst for change or is it a reactionary 
art, a mirror to reflect the thoughts and ideals of its time?  Or is it both?  
We will come to our own conclusions as we explore the work of major 
playwrights, designers, directors, and actors.  We will take our 
investigation as close to the present as possible reading and attending to 
the work of artists who are alive, and well, and living in New York City.  
Attending performances outside of Horace Mann in addition to school 
productions is a requirement of the course. 

History of the American Musical (0878) (HAMT) 
Appreciation 
Examining musical theatre as a commercial product, an agent for cultural 
change, and as a chronicle of our times this course is an historical survey 
of the American musical. We will look at the musical's development from 
its origins in minstrel shows, light opera, and vaudeville; to its 
contemporary form with a focus on the changing views of audiences and 
in the context of American and world culture. The class will attend 
selected representative performances during the course of the year. 
Attendance at Horace Mann musical theatre events is also expected. 

The Art of Film (0880) (AFLM) 
Appreciation 
This course looks at the evolution of film as an art form, concentrating on 
visual meaning and its eventual conjunction with sound.  The 
contributions of directors, producers, actors, cinematographers, art 
directors, costume designers, editors, and special-effects people are all 
examined both through scene study and sometimes through watching an 
entire film.  In addition, the development of a grammar of film and the 
emergence of genres such as the western, film noir and science fiction 
are studied.  Quizzes and homework complement the class work; there 
are occasional in-class essays. 
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Film Studies (0879) (FMST) 
Prerequisite:  The Art of Film or by approval of instructor 
Appreciation (Maximum of 12 students) 
Grades 10-12 
Building on the foundation of Art of the Film, Film Studies investigates 
selected, more advanced topics dealing with various aspects of 
cinema.  Each semester concentrates on three areas of study: 

 
Semester I:   Cinematic grammar and style 
 The art of film and auteur theory 
 Image and text 
    
Semester II: The soundscape of motion pictures 
 Actors, characterization and dialogue 
 A final research project for each student 
 

Functioning as a seminar, the course assesses students’ contributions 
to class discussion, presentations, and in-class essays as a basis for a 
grade.  Co-operative learning is emphasized.   
 
Dance in Historical and Cultural Perspective (0881) (DHCP) 
Appreciation 
This course looks at dancing as it exists in a variety of world cultures – 
including our own - as social activity, as an expression of religious 
beliefs, as popular entertainment, and as high art.  Through a 
combination of visual materials, readings, discussion, and in-class 
essays, the students ask and answer such questions as “What is 
dancing?” “Why do we dance?” “Why are there enemies of dance?” 
“Where does choreography come from?” and “How has dance 
evolved over the course of history?”  In addition to the class work, 
there are sessions in the dance studio where we try out what we’ve 
been studying, from social dances of various eras to ballet, modern 
dance, jazz and even recent film choreography.  Quizzes and 
homework assignments complement the classwork and studio 
sessions. 
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Acting I (0870) (ACT1) 
Studio/Performance 
Grades 9-12 
Acting I is for students who are interested in the history and the 

fundamentals of Acting. Skills covered include physical behavior, stage 

movement, voice and speech, character development, improvisation, 

and historical or period drama. Using the work of contemporary and 

classical playwrights, students will begin to develop their own 

technique. We will open our studio to the school community for in-class 

performances at least once per semester. Attending performances 

outside of Horace Mann in addition to all school productions is a 

requirement of the course. Students who take this course are prepared 

for Acting II. 

Acting II (0876) (ACT2)  
Prerequisite:  Acting I or by approval of instructor 
Studio/Performance 
Grades 10-12 
Students participate in an intense study of various acting techniques. 

The first part of the course concentrates on an actor’s tools through 

sense and emotion memory, improvisation and basic acting exercises. 

Scene study and technique as well as text analysis are then studied in 

depth with individual critique and coaching by the instructor. Readings 

by Stanislavski, Boleslavsky, and experimental companies are covered 

throughout the course. During the year, students perform original solo 

work, scenes and, occasionally, short plays. Attending performances 

outside of Horace Mann in addition to all school productions is a 

requirement of the course. Students who take Acting II are prepared for 

Performance Workshop.   

 
 

Acting II 
(10  - 12) 

Performance 
Workshop 

(10  - 12) 

Acting I 
(9  - 12) 
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Performance Workshop (0865) (PERW) 
Prerequisite:  Acting I and Acting II or by approval of instructor 
Studio/Performance 
Grades 10-12 
Performance Workshop gives students the opportunity to explore all 

aspects of live theatrical performance and production culminating in 

final performances. Students will work together to choose text and 

stories to develop into staged performances. Experiments in acting, 

movement, voice and story-building will be used to create original 

performance material. All performance disciplines (acting, directing, 

movement, music and design) will be incorporated into our studies 

based on what the students bring to the process. Performance 

Workshop is an immersive, hands on, student-centered, and student-

motivated course designed for curious theatre makers with a grounding 

in the principles of performance. 
 

Acting for the Camera (0869) (ACCA) 
Prerequisite:  Acting I or by approval of instructor 
Studio/Performance 
Grades 10-12 
[Course not offered 2018-19] 
This course provides practical instruction for acting on camera.  The 
fundamental techniques covered in Acting I are applied to performances 
in a variety of formats, including film, web content, commercial and 
television.  Actors will experiment with a range of styles and genres 
using both original and produced text.  This course is specifically geared 
to the 10th-12th grade actor, but is open to anyone with an interest in 
developing confidence and skills on camera. 
 

Playwriting and Production (0877) (PWPR) 
Prerequisite:  Submission of a short scene and approval of the instructor 
Studio/Performance (Maximum of 12 students) 
Grades 10-12 
Students begin reading plays by American playwrights (Miller, Williams, 
Vogel) to learn to understand and analyze great writing.  Scene writing 
and guided exercises provide the basis for experimenting with elements 
of structure, character, rhythm and style.  The group collaborates to 
learn about drafting through performing each other’s work, followed by 
revising and re-writing.  All class members are expected to act in 
readings and participate in lively discussions on writing techniques.  The 
final project is the writing of a one-act play that may be submitted to the 
One-Act Play Festival.  While selected plays are produced every other 
year in this festival, the course culminates annually in staged readings of 
each writer’s work. 
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Stagecraft in School – Period H Crew (0860) (CREW) 
Studio/Performance 
This is a full-year, half-credit course which meets during a regularly 
scheduled period during the school day.  In it students learn how to 
safely use tools in construction of set pieces, how to hang, focus, and 
circuit lights, and a variety of other skills related to theatrical scenic 
technology.  Those in this course do not attend after-school classes and 
are not expected to run the back stage activities for the season’s 
productions. 
 
Theatre Design and Production 
Theatre Design and Production A and B are offered as single half-credit 
courses, with the option of continuing for a second year at a more 
advanced level.   
 
Theatre Design and Production A (0866) (TDPA) 
Studio/Performance 
Theatre Production Design introduces Upper Division students to the 
tools and techniques necessary to the process of designing for the 
theatre as well as designing in other related fields such as interior 
architecture and themed environments.  Areas that will be studied are 
drafting of plans and elevations, scale model making, color rendering, 
CAD lighting plots and architectural sketching.  Students will work in a 
variety of media as they explore set, lighting and costume design for the 
theatre.  Emphasis will be placed on the tools needed to communicate 
one’s design concepts using standards common in both the theatre and 
architecture industries.  Completion of the course allows students to be 
eligible to design for the Horace Mann Theatre Company’s season. 
 
Theatre Design and Production B (0867) (TDPB) 
Prerequisite:Theatre Design and Production A or by approval of instructor 
Studio/Performance 
Grades 10-12 
This class is a continuation of concepts studied in Theatre Design and 
Production A.  Students work on further refining their skills in drafting, 
model-making and color-rendering.  More in-depth discussions of play 
and production text are explored and individual assignments may 
include Main Stage productions. 
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Dance Workshop (0883) (DNW) for Arts credit or (0957) (D1PE) for PE 
credit 
Studio/Performance 
May be taken for Performing Arts credit OR Physical Education credit – 
meets 5 days out of the 10-day cycle for the entire year.  Participation in 
after-school sports does not exempt students from Dance Workshop. 
There are multiple sections of Dance Workshop.  Students are placed 
not by grade level but according to skill level as assessed by the dance 
teachers.  Placement is also dependent on fitting the section assignment 
into one’s schedule.  Although a student may move from a primary to an 
intermediate level of dance, it will not be indicated by a separate course 
number.  The transcript will simply show continuing participation in 
Dance Workshop. 

Dance Workshop emphasizes the development of a strong technical 
base in Ballet, Pilates, Yoga, Modern Dance, Jazz, Tap, Hip-Hop and an 
awareness of other world dance influences.  Training includes warm-up, 
improvisation, alignment, stretching exercises, and traveling 
combinations.  Rhythmic awareness and the relationship of music to 
dance is stressed throughout. 
 
Dance Performance (0885)(DNP) for Arts credit or (0959)(D3PE) for PE 
credit 
Prerequisite:  Approval of the instructor 
Studio/Performance (Maximum of 12 Students) 
Grades 10-12 
May be taken for Performing Arts credit OR Physical Education credit – 
meets 5 days out of the 10-day cycle for the entire year.  Participation in 
after-school sports does not exempt students from Dance Performance.  
This course builds upon the foundations established in Dance Workshop 
and finally places the emphasis on performance.  The course culminates 
in presentations for Book Day and various assemblies. 
 
The Art of Mindfulness Yoga (0884) (YOGA) for Arts Credit 
Studio/Performance 
Grades 9-12 
A regular yoga practice increases mental clarity, boosts memory, 
reduces stress and improves overall health and well-being. This full-year, 
half-credit course will consist of three main components: 

 Breathing Exercises to calm, energize or focus the body/mind, 
and to create greater communication between the two brain 
hemispheres   
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 Yogic Postures (asanas) to build strength, balance, and 
flexibility 

 Mindfulness Meditation to relax the nervous system, increase 
concentration and improve decision making 

Yoga and mindfulness have also been known to build confidence and 
support foundational skills in actors, singers, dancers and public 
speakers. 
 
 
ONE-THIRD CREDIT COURSES 

 
Performance in Major Theatre and Dance Productions 
Full participation in a play or dance concert is required to receive a third-
credit.  Meets Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays from end of school until 
5:45pm. 
Studio/Performance 
Three fully-staged productions of important examples of world theatre 
are undertaken each year.  Through them, students explore the art of 
theatre in all of its complexity.  The Horace Mann Theatre Company aims 
to create the most professional productions possible.  Actors learn style, 
interpretive skills, movement, vocal production, and gain experience in 
making commitments and meeting deadlines.   
The goal of the Horace Mann Dance Company is to inspire and guide 
students in all elements of dance, choreography, and performance skills.  
The dance concert consists of faculty-generated choreography, 
providing dancers with an optimum rehearsal and performance 
experience. 
 
Stagecraft (Crew) (after school) 
Studio/Performance 
Active participation for a trimester is required to receive a third-credit.  
Meets Tuesdays and Thursdays from end of school until 5:45pm. 
Four fully-staged productions of important examples of world theatre 
are undertaken each year.  Through them, students explore the art of 
theatre in all of its complexity.  The Horace Mann Theatre Company aims 
to create the most professional productions possible.  Students learn 
technical skills such as carpentry, painting, sound engineering, and 
theatrical lighting, and gain experience in making commitments and 
meeting deadlines.  To take this course, the student must simply go to 
crew on one of the first three crew days in a trimester and commit to 
the Technical Crew for that trimester.  The faculty will register the 
members of the class at the end of the second week of meetings. 
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Visual Arts 

History of Art 
 
 
FULL-CREDIT COURSES 
 
AP Art History (0719) (APAH)  
Appreciation 
Grades 11-12 
Meets every day 
This course is for students in grades eleven and twelve.  Any student 
who has performed adequately in at least one Introduction to Art 
History Course will be accepted into the course. Students who have not 
taken an Art History Course are eligible for the class based on 
departmental approval.  
This course is largely based on the standards set by the College Board as 
well as the typical college art history 101 course. However, students 
must expect supplemental projects and experiences that take 
advantage of the museum and gallery resources of New York City. The 
course will consider art beginning with the Ancient Near East and will 
end with a discussion of early 21st century digital art. Topics will include 
art and culture both from the European tradition and beyond the 
European tradition. Of special interest students will serve as docents in 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, guiding our entire 8th grade through 
the East Asian Collection of Hindu and Buddhist Art.  

 
 

HALF-CREDIT COURSES 
 
Introduction to Art History: The Ancient World (0701) (IAHA) 
Appreciation 
This course covers architecture, sculpture, and painting as well as the 
decorative arts in the western world from Prehistoric Europe, the 
Ancient Near East, Greece, and Rome. There is also a consideration of 
the art from Meso-America, China, Africa and the Indian Subcontinent. 
This course also focuses on the changing intellectual, literary, social, 
historical and political climates surrounding these works of art.  
Students gain an understanding of the various possibilities involved in 
weaving a historical narrative and acquire the tools of visual analysis that 
will allow them to intelligently approach and understand works of art 
from vastly differing contexts. Architecture and museum assignments 
are a vital and exciting portion of this course. 
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Introduction to Art History: The Renaissance (0702) (IAHR) 
Appreciation 
[Course not offered 2018-19] 
This course is designed to provide a foundational knowledge of artists, 
genres, techniques, works, and comprehensive context(s) of the 
Renaissance in both Southern and Northern Europe.  Seminal works of 
art will be explored in depth and students will be given the opportunity 
to ponder canonic images by artists such as Raphael, Michelangelo, 
Leonardo, Hieronymus Bosch, and Pieter Bruegel the Elder.  Along with a 
greater understanding of history, students will gain the ability to “read” 
Renaissance images. Architecture and museum assignments are a vital 
and exciting portion of this course. 
 
Introduction to Art History: History of Contemporary Art (0703) (IAHC) 
Appreciation 
This course introduces students to architecture, painting, sculpture, and 
other media created by artists from the 19th century to the present.  The 
course provides an in-depth study of the origins of Modernism, and 
allows students to explore works by artists such as Edouard Manet, 
Claude Monet, Mary Cassat, Vincent Van Gogh, Pablo Picasso, Jackson 
Pollock, Frank Lloyd Wright, Donald Judd, Barbara Kruger, and many 
others. Works are placed in the social, political and cultural context of 
their production, offering students an understanding of modern history 
in addition to the crucial skills of formal analysis. Museum, and various 
NYC site visits are an exciting requirement of this course. 
 
Introduction to Art History: Global Architecture (0705) (IAHR) 
Appreciation 
This course is designed to provide a foundational knowledge of global 
architecture, both sacred and secular. Ultimately, students will be able to 
critically think about why buildings appear as they do, and even have 
opportunities to design their own dream structures. The first semester is 
titled Sacred Spaces. Students will discuss various belief systems from 
around the globe and learn about architectural forms built to 
support/further/facilitate rituals for those beliefs. Students will be 
exposed to architectural forms from around the world, thinking critically, 
for instance, about why a Hindu temple appears and is experienced 
differently from a Christian basilica. The second semester will be called 
Modernism, Materials, and Machines.  During  this  half of the year 
students will explore the changes that nineteenth century building 
materials created in architectural forms. They will consider the use of 
iron, steel, and glass, and move through the modern world of 
architecture to the machine age. Finally, students will study  
contemporary architecture and the use of  computers  to  plan  structures  
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that cease to look inhabitable or functional and yet are built. 
Throughout the course, students will explore the balance between 
utility and aesthetics. What function does architecture serve beyond the 
practical? The year will end with students designing their own spaces 
with the use of some very basic computer design programs and perhaps 
physical models of buildings.  
 
Studies in Art History:  What is a Masteriece? (0710) (SIAH) 
Appreciation 
The Starry Night; Mona Lisa; the Eiffel Tower; the Great Wave, these 
works are often described as masterpieces, yet what is it about these 
pieces that makes them intrinsically so? This course will encourage 
students to think about and engage in critical discussion of the visual 
arts while attempting to define what qualifies as a "masterpiece." We 
will discuss the perceived differences between “high” and “low” art and 
between craft and concept. Students will confront a series of works that 
are considered masterpieces and think about why they have been 
qualified as such either in the time of creation or later in history. 
Ultimately, students will be asked to consider the very definition of art 
and its place in the world. Works discussed will span historical periods 
and geographies, allowing us to balance formal qualities with contexts 
of creation, while thinking about the universality of art.  
  
History of Photography (0712) (HOPH) 
Appreciation 
Grades 10-12 
[Course not offered 2018-19] 
This course will present an overview of the major historical and critical 
issues in 19th, 20th and early 21st century photography. We will explore 
contemporary uses of photography, including the impact of digital 
imagery and the World Wide Web. As a medium, photography is closely 
linked to cultural, scientific and technological developments. We will 
examine photography’s history and status as an art form, as a vehicle for 
social issues, and as a technological practice. Students will complete 
reading assignments and project research, and will make presentations 
to the class. We will examine such recurring themes as “Art or 
Technology” and “Document or Fiction.” Questions regarding the role 
of photography in constructing notions  of  reality  and  of  racial,  sexual 
and gender identity will be addressed. There will be a final project in lieu 
of a final exam. 
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Studio Art 
 

The Studio Arts Division at Horace Mann School offers students 
intensive and comprehensive instruction in several major disciplines of 
art.  Each studio discipline is designed with a specific, formal sequence 
of courses, from the Foundation level to the Advanced level, thereby 
insuring an appropriate level of mastery at every stage of a student’s 
program of study. 
 

All Studio Arts courses should begin with the Foundation level. 
Foundation I and Foundation II courses are Prerequisite for all the 
Advanced, Honors, and AP level courses.  Disciplines can be crossed only 
by returning to the Foundation level course, in the newly chosen 
discipline.  Exceptions to the sequence can be granted by departmental 
approval. But such students must demonstrate an appropriate level of 
mastery through an interview process and portfolio presentation. 
 

The Studio Arts Division strongly encourages interdisciplinary work 
among its students, enriching a core study sequence with the 
philosophy, mediums, methods, and technologies of related and 
disparate artistic disciplines, the sciences, and the humanities. 

 

FULL-CREDIT COURSES 
 

The Honors level courses demand of students the highest standards of 
critical thinking, creative process and assured technique in their 
respective fields of study.  Students who were enrolled in Honors during 
their junior year may continue their work by enrolling in the Honors II 
course. 
 

Prerequisite: Approval of the Department. 
Studio/Performance 
Grades 11 & 12 only 
 

AP Level: Department Approval and advanced standing are required.  
Most students will have completed the 1, 2 & 3 sequence of courses. 
 

Honors Ceramics (0737) (HCER) 
Honors Ceramics II (0738) (HCR2) 
Honors in Drawing & Painting (0757) (HDP) 
Honors in Drawing & Painting II (0758) (HDP2) 
AP Drawing & Painting (0759) (APDP) 
Honors Photography (0767) (HPTO) 
Honors Photography II (0768) (HPT2) 
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AP Photography (0769) (APPO) 
Honors in Printmaking (0777) (HPRT) 
Honors in Printmaking II (0778) (HPR2) 
Honors in Sculpture (0787) (HSCU) 
Honors in Sculpture II (0788) (HSC2) 

 
 
 

HALF-CREDIT COURSES 
 

Foundation Level I & II 
 

All studio courses above Level I require departmental approval 
Introduction to Ceramics I (0731) (CER1)  
Studio/Performance 
This course is an introduction to ceramics. Basic clay forming 
techniques will be explored, including pinch, coil, slab construction, and 
the potter’s wheel. Students will learn the basics of using clay as a 
vehicle for self-expression, focusing on utilitarian and sculptural forms. 
Students will acquire the basic skills and technical knowledge needed 
to gain an understanding of the nature of working in the ceramics 
medium. 
 

Ceramics II (0732) (CER2) 
Prerequisite: Ceramics I 
Studio/Performance 
 “Wheel Throwing”   
This course is an introduction to the potter’s wheel and will build upon 
the knowledge gained in Ceramics I.  Functional and sculptural wheel 
thrown pottery will be explored, as well as glazes, slips, and other 
decoration techniques.  This course focuses on technique and skill-
building while leaving room for the student’s own creative input. 
 

Introduction to Drawing & Painting I (0751) (DP1)  
Studio/Performance 
An introduction to the fundamentals of art, this course develops "visual 
literacy" through the study of basic design concepts: line, shape, color, 
etc.   Along  with  learning   traditional   conventions   of   representation 
, students are encouraged to develop the confidence and ability to 
express their individual and unique perceptions.  Course work includes 
studio and out-of-class assignments.  The boundaries of materials and 
techniques are open and can include varieties of approaches such as 
drawing with string or painting with light; or perhaps, even wind. 
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Drawing & Painting II (0752) (DP2) 
Prerequisite: Drawing & Painting I 
Studio/Performance 
Lessons in visual perception, communication and expression through 
pictures, from world historical traditions to contemporary practices. 
This course is designed to acquaint students with universal principles 
and cultural specifics of the pictorial arts.  Sequential lessons will tell 
the story of our shared pictorial heritage, with an emphasis on 
concepts, history, themes and selected mediums.  Students will create 
artwork that illustrates and enhances the ideas covered in class.  
Attention to artistic scholarship, fine craft and skill development will be 
emphasized.   
The artwork produced will of course be reflective of each student’s 
personality and special interests and strengths.  However, this is not a 
course of personal expression for the sake of expression alone.  In this 
class students will be expected to learn specific approaches and 
techniques in the spirit of artistic inquiry; through that discipline, 
creative individuality will come.     

 

Photography I (0761) (PT1) 
Studio/Performance 
Photography 1 is the introductory photography course. Students are 
taught the fundamentals of composition, capturing light, shooting in 
manual modes, and experimenting with innovative approaches. 35mm 
SLR cameras are introduced along with learning how to roll, develop, 
and print traditional black & white film. 
 

Photography II (0762) (PT2) 
Prerequisite: Photography I 
Studio/Performance 
Photography II is an intermediate photo course that reinforces the 
skills learned in Photo 1 while expanding visual development via digital 
photography. An emphasis will be placed on portraiture as students 
learn how to connect with their subjects, shape available light, use 
studio lighting, light on location, do portrait retouching, Adobe 
Photoshop, and Lightroom. 
 

Introduction to Printmaking I (0771) (PNT1) 
Studio/Performance 
This course is an introduction to the printmaking medium. Students will 
explore    traditional    printmaking    techniques    including,   woodcuts, 
etching, rubbing, silkscreen, and photographic silkscreen through a 
series of challenging assignments. Students will develop their drawing 
skills,   study  concepts  in  composition,  learn  new  techniques,   and 
explore their imaginations in an exciting art studio environment.  
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Printmaking II (0772) (PNT2) 
Prerequisite: Printmaking I 
Studio/Performance 
In this course students will continue to develop their skills and will 
focus on specific printmaking techniques. Etching techniques such as 
aquatint, sugar lift, spit bite, and crayon transfer with multicolor 
etching may be explored. In silkscreen, students may explore four-color 
processes in photo-silkscreen. And with woodcut, multi-block printing, 
cut blocks, and airbrushing with stencil prints are explored. Conceptual 
development, self-expression, meaning/message, an understanding of 
composition are emphasized. 
 

Introduction to Sculpture I (0781) (SCL1) 
Studio/Performance 
In this course students will explore the elements of three-dimensional 
design. Traditional sculpture techniques will be explored along with 
non-traditional and experimental processes. Students will learn to cast, 
mold, fabricate, and carve a variety of materials including corrugate 
board construction, paper/paper-pulp, gelatin cast, and working with 
clay, wood and plaster. Students will develop their technical and 
conceptual art-making skills within a supportive and creative 
environment. 
 

Sculpture II (0782) (SCL2) 
Prerequisite: Sculpture I 
Studio/Performance 
Students will learn to further explore three-dimensional space through 
the use of mixed media, sound, light, and movement.  Students will 
develop a stronger understanding of the concepts of sculpture and will 
continue to develop technical skills in casting, carving, and fabricating a 
wide variety of materials. 

__________________________________________ 
 
Advanced Level Studio Art Courses 
Prerequiste: Foundation Levels I & II or departmental approval, based on 
portfolio review. 
Grades 11 & 12 only 
 

Ceramics III (0733) (CR1)  
“Topics in Ceramics”  
Prerequisite: Foundation level courses  
Studio/Performance 
Each year students will engage in activities that focus on specific 
aspects of working in the ceramics medium. Topics will vary  and  rotate  
from  year  to  year.  Possible  topics  may   include:  
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Multimedia Ceramics, Ceramics and the Printed Image, Mold Making & 
Casting, Tableware, Ceramic Sculpture, 2D Ceramics, Glaze Formulation, 
Alternative Firing Techniques, Site Specific Sculpture, or Architectural 
Ceramics.  
 

Ceramics IV (0734) (CR4)  
“Advanced Ceramics”  
Prerequisite: Ceramics III 
Studio/Performance 
Advanced Ceramics IV students work on an independent-study basis. 
Through research and consultation, students will develop their own 
series of assignments and projects. Creative problem-solving and self-
expression are paramount. This course requires students to be self-
motivated and seek out answers to their own questions. Students will 
develop, discuss, and exhibit their artwork throughout the school year.  
 

Drawing & Painting III (0753) (DP3)  
Prerequisite: Foundation level courses  
Studio/Performance 
This is an advanced course in the techniques and media of drawing and 
painting. This course is for students seriously interested in developing 
their abilities. This course allows students the opportunity to 
concentrate on individual projects in preparation for the AP level.  
 

Drawing & Painting IV (0754) (DP4)  
Prerequisite: Drawing & Painting III 
Studio/Performance (for seniors who wish to continue in a ½ credit 
course) 
Drawing and Painting IV allows the advanced student to continue 
working on personal vision projects. The instructor will be available for 
advice and technical help in the realization of this vision; however, the 
student is responsible for the design of the   projects   undertaken.  The 
student will share the work on a regular basis with other classes working 
in the same discipline. The personal projects will be shown as part of the 
end-of-the-year show, and are also eligible for application to juried 
shows during the year. 
 

Photography III (0763) (PT3) 
Prerequisite: Foundation Level courses 
Studio/Performance 
Photography III is an advanced class for capable photographers. In this 
course, students will become art directors and art dealers as we explore 
the worlds of fine-art and commercial image making. Students will 
enhance their knowledge of Photoshop, produce a fashion shoot, learn 
Capture  One   Pro ,   contemporary    industry    retouching    techniques ,  
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medium format film photography, and large-scale printing in the 
darkroom. 
 

Photography IV (0764) (PT4) 
Prerequisite: Photography III 
Studio/Performance 
Photography IV is an advanced photo course designed to help students 
define their personal visual language while creating technically 
proficient, and critically conceived imagery derived from years of 
photographic instruction, and life experiences. Projects can include 
large-scale collage work, an advertising campaign, abstract 
photography, a time capsule and more. 
 

Printmaking III (0773) (PR3)  
Prerequisite: Foundation Level courses 
Studio/Performance 
This course provides advanced students with the opportunity to 
develop their expertise in an area of printmaking which they choose 
(e.g. woodcut, etching, silk-screen). Methods of making viscosity prints 
are also introduced. Students are encouraged to explore a particular 
technique and material in order to express their personal artistic 
statements. Creative freedom and self-expression are paramount.  
 

Printmaking IV (0774) (PR4) 
Prerequisite: Printmaking III 
Studio/Performance 
Printmaking IV allows the advanced student to continue working on 
personal vision projects. The instructor will be available for advice and 
technical help in the realization of this vision; however, the student is 
responsible for the design of the projects undertaken. The student will 
share the  work  on  a  regular  basis  with  other  classes working in the 
same discipline. The personal projects will be shown as part of the end-
of-the-year show, and are also eligible for application to juried shows 
during the year. 
 

Sculpture III (0784) (SC3) IV(0785) (SC4)  
Prerequisite: Foundation Level courses  
Studio/Performance 
Sculpture III and Sculpture IV allow the advanced student to continue 
working on a personal vision project. The instructor will be available for 
advice and technical help in the realization of this vision: however, the 
student is responsible for the design of the projects undertaken.  The 
student will share the work on a regular basis with other classes 
working in the same discipline.  The personal projects will be  shown  as  
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part of the end-of-the-year show, and are also eligible for application to 
juried shows during the year. 

 
Video Production I (0791) (VPR1)  
Studio/Performance 
This introductory video production course will provide students with the 
conceptual, artistic, and technical tools needed to create original videos 
across multiple genres. Students will learn camera, audio, and lighting 
equipment, along with the editing software Adobe Premiere Pro. 
Workshops in screenwriting, storyboarding, shooting, and editing will 
aid students in achieving their unique visions. Projects completed 
throughout the year will explore narrative, documentary, and 
experimental approaches to the moving image medium. Some examples 
of assignment prompts are the 30-SECOND PORTRAIT (How can you 
“capture” somebody’s aura in half-a-minute?) and THING, VERB, 
EMOTION (a group assignment in which students pick three words from 
a hat and form a story accordingly). Throughout the year, students will 
work both individually and in crews. This course requires no previous 
knowledge or skills in the medium. 
 

Video Production II (0792) (VPR2)  
Prerequisite: any foundation level visual arts course or permission of the 
instructor.  
Studio/Performance 
This upper-level video production course will build upon the conceptual, 
artistic, and technical skills learned in Video Production 1, while also 
providing an introduction to the medium for those who are new to 
video. Eleventh and twelfth grade students of all skill levels are 
encouraged to join this class. Throughout the year, students will 
continue to hone their camera, audio, and lighting skills, and will 
continue  to  learn  the  ins  and  outs  of  the   editing   software   Adobe 
Premiere Pro. Advanced lectures and workshops will promote moving 
image literacy through topics such as “Creating Meaning through Shot 
Juxtaposition” and “Experiments in Tone and Music.”  Students will 
work in crews and as individuals to create multiple videos throughout 
the year.  Some assignment prompt examples are INTERNET 
PORTRAIT—How do you use screen-capture and found internet footage 
to create a “portrait” of your generation?; and SHOW DON’T TELL—a 
project focused on mise-en-scène and the art of telling a story without 
dialogue.  


